A novel approach for fMRI data analysis based on the combination of sparse approximation and affinity propagation clustering.
Clustering analysis has been widely used to detect the functional connectivity from functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) data. However, it has some limitations such as enormous computer memory requirement, and difficulty in estimating the number of clusters. In this study, in order to effectually resolve the deficiencies mentioned above, we have proposed a novel approach (SAAPC) for fMRI data analysis, which combines sparsity, an effective assumption for analyzing fMRI signal, with affinity propagation clustering (APC). The SAAPC method is composed of three parts: to obtain the sparse approximation coefficients set through wavelet packet decomposition and sparsity measuring and selection, which contributes a lot in the brain functional connectivity detection accuracy; to implement a split APC algorithm, which is put forward in this paper to overcome the computer memory shortage problem and to reduce the time cost in basic APC; to reconstruct the source signal by unmixing the mixed fMRI data using the time courses which are derived from the ultimate exemplars. In the task-related experiments, we can see that SAAPC is more accurate to detect the functional networks than basic APC, and it significantly reduces the time cost relative to basic APC. In addition, in the resting-state data experiments, the SAAPC method can successfully identify typical resting-state networks from the resting-state data set, while this performance is seldom reported by the classical cluster method and the basic APC method. This proposed clustering analysis method is expected to have wide applicability.